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Practical Field Testing – DOCSIS 3.0

Overview
 Quick discussion of DOCSIS 3.0 importance
 Impact of D3 on testing
 Pertinent D3 signal characteristics
 Preparation for D3 deployment and preventive 

maintenance
 Practical methods for testing D3 signal transmission 

quality
 Tests for troubleshooting
 Test equipment D3 evolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our session today starts with a discussion of the importance of DOCSIS 3.0, with a mile high view of why this change is needed.  We’ll talk about how D3 impacts the tests we perform to verify signal transmission quality.  There are certain characteristics of D3 signals that enable testing with D2 equipment, and others that make D3 test equipment necessary.  Next we’ll talk about preparing for deployment, and related preventive maintenance practices, before we move into practical methods for testing D3 signals.  After we run through tests that can be automated to speed testing and ensure completeness, we’ll talk about troubleshooting tests.  And finally, we’ll briefly cover expected changes in test equipment to better address the needs of D3 service testing.
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 Higher Data Rates
– Channel Bonding

 More Subscribers per Channel
– Statistical Multiplexing from Channel Bonding

 Better Bandwidth Utilization
– Source Specific Multicast
– Multicast Header Suppression

 High Quality IP Video
– Multicast Quality of Service

 More IP Addresses When You Need Them
– IPv4 and IPv6 Support

DOCSIS 3.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of features that make DOCSIS 3.0 attractive.Higher Data RatesD3 offers higher data rates through the use of “channel bonding,” in which multiple QAM signals are used in downstream or upstream transmission to carry IP traffic.More Subscribers per Channel – Statistical MultiplexingA statistical multiplexer is a content aggregating device that allows the MSO to provide the greatest number of audio or video services for a given bandwidth by sharing a pool of fixed bandwidth among multiple streams of varying bitrates. The multiplexer allocates to each service the bandwidth required for its real-time needs so that services with complex scenes receive more bandwidth than services with less complex ones. This bandwidth sharing technique produces the best video quality for a given bandwidth.Better Bandwidth UtilizationD3 offers better bandwidth utilization through source specific multicasting, and multicast header suppression. High Quality IP VideoQuality of service is improved through classification of quality of service, enabling a guaranteed level of service.More IP Addresses When You Need ThemD3 supports IPv6, vastly increasing the number of available IP addresses.
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 Enhanced Security
– 128 bit AES encryption (Advanced 

Encryption Standard)
– Increased Cable Modem 

provisioning process security
 Option to Increase Upstream Bandwidth

– Option for 5-85 MHz upstream support
 Powerful Reporting to Manage Traffic

– Cable modem diagnostic log
– Enhanced signal quality monitoring
– Service statistics reporting - IPDR

DOCSIS 3.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enhanced SecurityD3 uses AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) and provides increased modem provisioning process security.Option to Increase Upstream BandwidthThe D3 specification allows for extension of the upstream frequency range to 5 to 85MHz.  This will enable the addition of bonded upstream signals to accommodate more symmetrical bandwidth offerings.  While this extension seems more feasible as systems move toward all-digital channels, it would require significant and costly changes to the HFC network, and is not expected to be implemented on a wide scale in the near future.Powerful Reporting to Manage TrafficCable Modem Diagnostic Log: A standardized method allows the CMTS to monitor for and report cable modems experiencing connectivity problems. Enhanced Signal Quality Monitoring: This feature measures noise and interference in the plant, particularly to support high-capacity services with greater reliability requirements and noise management mechanisms. This also gives operators the ability to detect and correct plant problems.Service Statistics Reporting: This streaming scheme reports service stats (subscriber usage, cable modem status, traffic stats, etc.) from the CMTS. This approach can replace current methods that are non-scalable and unable to provide sufficient information for traffic modeling. Additionally, it reduces network management operations consumption of CMTS resources.
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How is D3 Important?
 D3 is a tool that enables the cable company 

to provide services that help company grow 
revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOCSIS 3.0 is important to cable companies because it enables them to provide high margin services that help the company grow revenue and profits.
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D3 Market Drivers
 To beat back the competition - by having the FAST (fastest) data 

service offering
 To meet the needs of business customers – reliability is key –

symmetrical bandwidth and AES encryption
 To meet increasing bandwidth requirements of residential customers

– Gaming, movie downloads, HDTV streaming, multicasts, video 
telephony, video conferencing, and network backups of home 
content.

 To provide T-1 cellular backhaul service to wireless providers
 High price for D3 means high expectations for quality and reliability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cable MSO’s differentiate their data communications product by offering a fast (the fastest) service in the area.  These services are especially important to business customers, and for them reliability is essential.  Residential customers have a constantly growing appetite for bandwidth, based on their consumption of gaming, movie and video downloads and HDTV streaming, multicasts, video telephony, video conferencing, and network backups of home content.  Cable MSO’s would also like to provide T-1 cellular backhaul service to wireless providers.  The high price that customers are paying for D3 means that they will have very high expectations for quality and reliability.
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D3 Impact on Testing
 Group of signals (bonded) with interrelated 

relevance
 Physical transmission is same as DOCSIS 

2.0
 Provisioning becomes a sticking point

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In considering testing D3 signals, some basic concepts may help.  First, the channel consists of signals that are logically bonded and carrying data that is of mutual relevance.  Next the physical transmission network is not being changed, but the equipment at the end points is.  And finally, only signals configured as “primary” enable DOCSIS 2.0 meter ranging and registering to allow IP related measurements.  Meters with 3.0 modems are not limited in this regard.
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Channel Bonding
 Example:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram provides a simplified perspective on channel bonding.  The high speed input (up to 160 Mbps) is split into segments that are carried on separate QAM signals which are “bonded” in that they are carrying data of mutual relevance.  This data is transmitted through the network on the separate carriers and then is combined as appropriate at the receiver.
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“Primary” Channels

 One Channel in Group 
carries timing info for 
whole group

 Each Channel in Group 
carries its own timing 
information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any signal in a D3 bonded set is considered “primary” if it carries the timing information that permits a D2 modem to range and register.  In some D3 implementations, only one of the signals in the bonded set is configured as primary.  In others every signal in the bonded set is configured as primary.  As you might expect, this configuration has an impact on the range of test capability for a meter that is equipped with a D2 modem.  A meter equipped with a D2 modem can only perform a complete set of tests on a bonded signal that is configured as primary.  DOCSIS 3.0 modems are not limited in this way.
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DOCSIS 3.0 Checklist
 Plant qualification

– Headend RF alignment
– Downstream 256-QAM testing and qualification
– Upstream 64-QAM testing and qualification
 Avoid frequencies near the roll-off or band edges
 Avoid frequencies susceptible to ingress, if possible
 Control ingress, noise, CPD and laser clipping
 Tighten RF leakage thresholds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now for some words of wisdom about preparing for a D3 deployment.  These may seem common sense to you, but “common sense is not so common” (Voltaire).  Starting at the headend, it is important to make sure that signals are in alignment.  Be sure to have the capability to test 256 QAM signals in a variety of ways to enable verifying signal transmission quality and for troubleshooting.  Consider performing end of line qualification tests on nodes prior to rolling out the service.  Special consideration should be given to testing upstream, with signals up to 64QAM.  It is important to find a “safe” place to carry the upstream signals, avoiding roll-offs and band edges.  Any frequencies that are especially susceptible to ingress or any specific type of interference should also be avoided as much as possible.  Be sure to have fast capture upstream monitoring in place to enable controlling/troubleshooting ingress, impulse noise and CPD problems quickly and efficiently.  It is recommended that leakage thresholds be as tight as practical, as leaks are potential points of ingress that can obstruct data transmission.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One CMTS manufacturer has recommended that upstream 64 QAM unequalized MER be measured at various points in the return path.  Two priority locations might be 1) from the node and 2) from the EOL.  It is recommended that the MER should be greater than 25 dB at all points.  The process is to generate the 64QAM signal with your field analyzer, and remotely read the MER reading from an analyzer in the hub/headend using a notebook PC.  Alternatively, the results can be relayed to the field technician from someone in the hub/headend.
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64QAM Impact
 Increased average power, if power/Hz is 

maintained
– Increased bandwidth, increased average power
– Threat of laser clipping – check design 

parameters
 MER is likely to decrease by at least 3dB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing to take note of is the difference in average power that occurs when you increase your bandwidth.  If you don’t make an adjustment to transmit power levels, you may end up with a laser clipping problem.  The impact of the level change will be at least a 3dB decrease in MER.
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DOCSIS 3.0 Checklist
 Test equipment

– DOCSIS 3.0 field test meter
 64-QAM signal source

 Upgrade or purchase 
new QAM Analyzers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your current field analyzer may be ready to perform a wide range of signal transmission quality tests on D3 signals.  Many offer a 64QAM signal source that can be used for testing upstream signal level, MER, BER, etc.  Some can access return path monitoring equipment, and perform a number of simple yet comprehensive upstream tests for frequency response, and ingress/noise troubleshooting.
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DOCSIS 3.0 Checklist
 Preventive Maintenance

– Do complete system sweep every 12-18 
months (all actives)

– End-of-line digital testing (MER & BER)

– Leakage Testing
– Return Path Monitoring
– Daily reports (use as historical references)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then there’s the preventive maintenance program to consider.  There are commonly accepted, and recommended, engineering practices.  One of these is doing a system sweep on a routine schedule, and every active portion of the plant gets swept at least once every 12 to 18 months.  End of line testing of digital signal quality is also recommended, with tests of MER and BER, which can be performed most efficiently with automated test features in the test equipment, similar to the way the analog FCC tests are currently done.  A consistent and rigorous leakage test program is also a minimum recommendation.  This process can be made extremely efficient with automated equipment that is currently available.  The leaks are identified, analyzed and pin-pointed automatically, so Techs don’t need to be involved in that process, but only in the hands-on aspect of fixing the leaks.  Return path monitoring goes hand-in-hand with the leakage program, because wherever there is a leak there’s an opportunity for ingress.  Monitoring the return path enables quicker identification of nodes with ingress, impulse noise and other interfering distortions that can have a detrimental impact on D3 upstream signal transmission.  Reports from PM systems enable monitoring and control of technical operations, and identification of trends that may need focused attention.
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Field Analyzer Test Capability
 Full Physical Tests, 

Analog, Digital
 VoIP, HSD Test Suites
 Automatic Data Analysis: 

“Health Check”
 Data Up/Download to Data 

Management Server

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s talk a little bit about what you can do with a meter. Most meters are capable, or have options to enable testing of VoIP, and a variety of high speed data transmission characteristics.  Automated tests make the performance of a variety of tests on a broad scope of signals in the most efficient way possible.  According to a prescribed plan, the automated tests tune to signals, measure various parameters, compare the results to limits, and present pass or fail results.  The tech has the option to save these results in the meter and then to upload them to a test data management server.  These results can then be saved for future reference (house history, for instance) providing a point of reference in the event that a return visit is ever required.  These data management systems provide a number of other benefits as well.
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Physical Tests
 Signal Level Scan
 QAM Level
 Spectrum Analysis
 QAM EVS (Error Vector Spectrum)

and TraffiControlTM

 Constellation 
 MER 
 BER 
 iBER – Long-term BER
 Upstream QAM Source 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specifically, the broad scope of physical tests that can be performed on D3 channels include, signal level measurements and scans, spectrum analysis, QAM error vector magnitude and TraffiControl (which enable seeing what’s happening in the spectrum within the frequency range of the active channel – ingress and distortion, for example), constellation analysis, MER (modulation error ratio), BER (bit error rate), and long term BER (or impulse BER that shows magnitude and timing of bit errors on a particular signal).  Additionally the 860 DSPi has a QAM signal source (part of the QAM option) that enables pre-testing nodes at potential upstream frequencies prior to rolling out D3.
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IP Tests
 VoIP 
 Cable Modem Statistics 
 Ping 
 Trace Route 
 Web Browser 
 High-Speed Throughput 

(approximately 40 Mbps per bonded signal)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a DOCSIS 3.0 modem equipped field analyzer IP related tests can be performed on all signals, such as, VoIP RTP tests, cable modem statistics, ping, trace route, web browser and high-speed throughput (approximately 40 Mbps per bonded signal).  Each of these tests provides a comprehensive view of a variety of parameters that are useful in verifying transmission quality or troubleshooting.
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D3 Cable Modem Stats Test
 Comprehensive 

measurement data
 Gives results 

quickly with only 
one range and 
register process for 
the bonded set
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D3 Throughput Test
 Measures to limit 

of bonded 
channel range
 Works with ACTS 

application 
software
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Test Automation
 Efficient, error-free testing
 DOCSIS 3.0 environment autotest includes:

– Channels in a group
– Set of tests to be performed on each channel
– Performance limits to analyze

test result 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, automated tests perform of a variety of tests on a broad scope of signals in the most efficient way possible.  According to a prescribed plan, the automated tests tune to signals, measure various parameters, compare the results to limits, and present pass or fail results.  The tech has the option to save these results in the meter and then to upload them to a test data management server.Testing a D3 channel that consists of multiple bonded signals can be made more efficient using a macro configured specifically for that channel.  The macro should include all of the channels in the bonded set, with a prescribed set of tests to be performed on each signal.  The results are compared to limits, and the pass or fail results are provided.  This efficient method, not only speeds the test process, but increases accuracy and consistency of the process, ensuring that the same complete set of tests are performed every time D3 channel transmission characteristics are tested.
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Typical D3 Autotest
 Only one test step to collect all modem info
 Test all relevant parameters (steps 1 through 6 

shown here)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a D3 modem equipped analyzer, there is only one range and registration process required to collect relevant information for all of the bonded channels.  Some relevant tests include level, MER and BER.  If one of the signals in the bonded set is carrying VoIP, a VoIP RTP test is recommended.  Throughput tests to maximum downstream range for the bonded set. Cable modem stats indicate modem power levels and corrected and uncorrected errors.
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Typical Autotest for D3 Tests
 Once the autotest is built and loaded into the 

meter:
 Tech pushes one button and 

runs specific tests 
on specified channels

 Alerts tech to failures 
right away

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An autotest (macro) is easy to create in application software for the analyzer, and we have an application note that provides a step-by-step example. To run an autotest, the tech activates the mode and the meter tunes, measures and compares results to limits as it runs.  The Tech can see these results on the display as shown here.
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Typical Autotest for D3 Tests

 Tech can then 
retrieve and view 
supporting test 
details, or save files 
for uploading to 
server. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Tech can also view detailed test results as shown here, and save the results file for uploading to a data management server.
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D3 Autotest Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A summary page from WorkBench shows levels and other results for the downstream bonded set.  In this case there are only three signals bonded, which is somewhat typical of early D3 deployments.
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D3 Autotest Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a QAM/MER test is run on each of the signals in the bonded set, this is how the results will be shown in WorkBench for each signal.  An equalizer tap graph, and BER over (user designated) time display are also provided for viewing and analysis in WorkBench.
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D3 Autotest Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A “cable modem statistics” test can be run on the bonded set, with saved and uploaded results displayed in WorkBench as shown.
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D3 Test Macro Summary Report 

 Results may be 
retained, displayed 
in supporting 
software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The results are provided in a report called a “macro summary” that provides a complete list of the tests performed and the results.  Data management systems provide analytical reports of a variety of parameters that are helpful for technical operations management and control.  This may be a subject for another seminar.
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Transmission System 
Troubleshooting Tools

 QAM Analyzer – in the field and in the 
headend/hub site
 Return Path Monitoring Equipment
 Probe – bi-directional

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a short list of tools that will make efficient testing of the transmission system quality and troubleshooting for D3 service deployment.  Two different types of QAM analyzers may be used, one for field testing, and one mostly for hub/headend testing.  Return path monitoring equipment with fast transient capture capability, as well as features to broaden the scope of tests that can be performed in the field is highly recommended.  A probe that can be connected at a bi-directional test point is also useful for troubleshooting ingress.
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Troubleshooting Low MER
 Is it noise or interference?

– Noise may indicate an amplifier or other active component failure
– Interference may indicate:

 Distortion – active component
 Ingress – leakage (stray RF in means RF straying out)

 Spectrum analysis helps
– Use error vector spectrum to see within the channel range (under 

the haystack)
 Constellation analysis (tell-tale shapes – donuts, clouds, 

etc.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MER is a good measurement to determine the general characteristics of the signal related to the spectrum it is riding in.  If MER is low, steps should be taken to determine whether it is noise, ingress or distortion.  Noise on the downstream path may be an indication of an amplifier or other active component failure.  Interference may be due to an active component failure or alignment problem, or ingress which is usually allowed into the system at a point of leakage.  (This is why leakage is so important, even for all-digital systems.)  A field analyzer with error vector spectrum mode will allow the tech to see what the spectrum that the signal is riding in looks like (under the haystack).  Another way of seeing these is through patterns in the constellation diagram (donuts = discrete signal interference; clouds = noise; etc.)
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Troubleshooting Low MER
 Spectrum analysis helps

– Use error vector 
spectrum to see within 
the channel range (under 
the haystack)
 Ingress at 525.25 MHz
 28 dBc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This display provides an example of the error vector spectrum revealing a discrete interference signal.  The haystack has been “removed” leaving a display of the spectrum beneath the signal.
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Troubleshooting High BER
 Is MER low?  (see last advice)
 Pre-FEC or Post-FEC, measure of severity
 Are bit errors continuous or sporadic?

– Look at graph of errors over time
– Can time signature be determined? (may give clue to 

cause)
 Is BER failure frequency (channel) specific and 

sporadic?
– Look at error vector spectrum over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
High BER can be caused by a number of issues.  The first question may be, “is the MER low?”  The difference between the pre and post FEC BER provides a measure of the severity of the problem.  Pre-FEC BER will obviously start increasing before Post-FEC, and even still, should be investigated.  One thing that may help to identify the source is to look at the change in BER over time, to see if there is an identifiable pattern that may give a clue.  If the BER failure is only occurring on one channel and is intermittent, it may be helpful to watch the EVS display to discover the exact frequency of the interferer.
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Impulse BER
 BER

– Corrupted bits/total bits received
 Shows BER before and after FEC
 Errored Seconds

– The number of seconds with at least one corrected codeword
 Severely Errored Seconds

– The number of seconds with at least one uncorrectable 
codeword

 Valuable troubleshooting tool
– Whenever there are errors use this screen to divide and 

conquer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see an example of an analyzer display of BER (corrupted bits/total bits received) over time.  The display shows corrected and uncorrected codewords, graphically on a time scale, and accumulated on the side.  The display also shows the accumulated total of errored (the number of seconds with at least one corrected codeword), and severely errored seconds (the number of seconds with at least one uncorrectable codeword).  A codeword is a group of bits between 800 and 1200, depending on Annex type, that are interpreted by FEC.  This display is more informative as pertains to specific interference to the signal, with a simple interpretation as compared with the constellation diagram.  When there are errors, use this mode to divide and conquer. Errored second – any one second interval containing at least one bit error.Severely errored second – any second that contains x amount of bit errors.
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Troubleshooting Ingress
 Compare local test point spectrum to 

headend/hub spectrum
 Use I-stop probe to load local test point and see if 

headend spectrum drops
– If it drops the problem is farther down the line
– If it doesn’t the problem is closer to the headend/hub
– Low-pass filter is also recommended

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When troubleshooting ingress, it seems logical that it helps to be able to see what the spectrum looks like in the hub or headend at the same time as you’re seeing the spectrum at the field test point.  A probe that applies a load to a test point with a button push provides an indication of the location the source of ingress relative to that test point.  If pushing the button (applying the load) causes the spectrum amplitude to drop in the headend, the problem is farther down the line.  If it doesn’t drop in the headend, then the ingress source must be between the field test point and the node.  When using this probe a low pass filter is recommended to avoid an input overload when analyzing the return spectrum at low levels.
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Reverse Ingress
 Top displays Local
 Bottom displays 

headend
 Move your location 

until you find the 
source of the 
ingress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of a measurement display that is very useful for ingress troubleshooting.  The top half of the display shows the spectrum at the connected field test point.  The bottom half shows the spectrum at the hub or headend.  If you see ingress on the headend half of the display, and not on the local test point, the source of ingress must be between the field test point and the headend.
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Troubleshooting transients in 
upstream signal bands

 Test feature uses limits to remove legitimate 
traffic from the spectrum view

 Removes the haystack and reveals the needle
 Provides insight in monitoring as well as 

troubleshooting
 Spectrum acquisition speed reveals fast 

transients 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another tool that is helpful in troubleshooting transients is a feature in the spectrum analyzer mode that allows the user to set a limit mark that indicates a level above which any signal is expected to be signal traffic.  Any signal information taken in the DSP sampling for the spectrum display that is above that limit is not shown on the display, and this permits viewing the spectrum that is present below the traffic – essentially removing the haystack and revealing the needle.  This feature is useful in return path spectrum monitoring as well as in field troubleshooting.  Monitoring with DSP based analysis tools enables fast spectrum acquisition to capture transient ingress and impulse noise.
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In-channel Upstream Spectrum Analysis
 Return spectrum is getting crowded, making inspection of 

spectrum problems difficult
 Test mode can be used to 

see the ingress or distortion 
“underneath” an upstream 
cable modem carrier, VoIP 
carrier, or any bursty signal

 Troubleshooting made easy
– Divide & Conquer
– Source typically a home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a look at the analysis feature that shows what’s happening in the spectrum occupied by upstream digital signals.  As the return path becomes more and more crowded, there will be less and less “empty” spectrum areas to provide a clue as to what is happening with regard to ingress and impulse noise.  This test mode can be used to see the ingress that is present “underneath” an upstream cable modem carrier, VoIP carrier, or any bursty signal.  The frequency span of the spectrum display, shown above, is fixed at 8MHz.  The user enters the center frequency of the upstream cable modem signal (DIG:), and the bandwidth (BW:).The display shows three traces: a Traffic trace, a Live Noise trace, and a Peak Noise trace.  The Traffic trace (gray) shows the last captured signal containing traffic.  The Live Noise trace (gray) shows the last captured signal without traffic.  And the Peak Noise trace (black) shows a persistent peak hold of the noise trace.The measured values of Traffic and Noise are both Total Power measurements across the bandwidth (BW) entered by the user.  The Delta measurement shows the Total Signal Power to Total Ingress Power ratio of the last captured traffic signal to the latest noise signal.  The user enters the Trigger Level (Trig) that the 860DSPi uses to separate traffic from noise.  If the Total Power within the upstream channel bandwidth (BW) is greater than the Trigger Level (Trig) then channel was active and the Traffic trace is updated and the Traffic level shows the total power.  If the Total Power within the upstream channel bandwidth (BW) is less than the Trigger Level then the channel was not active and the Live Noise trace is updated and the Noise level shows the total power.
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Laser Clipping
 Typically caused by input overload, 

operating in non-linear transfer range
 Where it shows up:

– Return path spectrum, distortion products 
above max frequency range

– Constellation – intermittent compression
– Impulse BER – bit errors due to clipping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Laser clipping is typically caused by input overload that causes the node to operate in a non-linear range.  It can be detected by looking at the return path spectrum above the maximum frequency range.  It may also be seen in a constellation diagram, that shows intermittent compression.  The long-term BER measurement may also show bit errors caused by clipping.
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Laser Clipping Return Path 
Spectrum

 Note the 
products 
above 42 
MHz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this case ingress at the low end of the return band appears to be causing laser clipping.
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Return Path Reports
 Worst Offenders List

– Provides summary of worst offending nodes by alarm level over 
specified time period

 Node Alarm Summary
– Allows user to view alarms 

over specified time frame
 Alarm History Over Time

– Allows user to view alarm 
history over a time period 
summarized by hour, day, or 
month

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Return path monitoring systems provide some helpful information for troubleshooting.  A (Viewer II) “worst offenders list” gives a summary of the worst nodes by alarm level over a user specified period.  Other reports reveal the severity and time relevance of a node quality problem by listing alarms over a specified time.
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Return Path Monitoring and D3
 Return path maintenance system serves multiple 

functions 
– Must have high transient capture speed for detecting and 

troubleshooting impulse noise and some forms of ingress
 DOCSIS 3.0 spec assumes RF upstream characteristics to include no 

noise bursts ≥10µS
– May combine monitoring with field test/alignment features

 Reverse sweep tests
 Ingress analysis with simultaneous hub/headend and local test point 

spectrum view
 Installation tests, reverse transmit level and C/I

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transients are the main cause of broken return path high-speed communications. Common Path Distortions and continuously active spurious noise are relatively easy to detect and troubleshoot. Because they are persistent, a program of routine preventative maintenance will keep them from rising to the level where they would cause problems. Transient “bursts” in contrast present a more serious problem because they appear with little warning.  They are often energetic enough to overload a return laser and crash all services carried by it and after they have done their damage they may not reoccur for seconds. The DOCSIS 3.0 spec assumes that RF upstream will include no noise bursts ≥10µS.Any credible return element management system must provide a means to automatically detect ingress and noise problems on all connections and provide real-time viewing of particular connections for troubleshooting activities.  The monitoring system may be used as a reverse sweep receiver, and/or for ingress analysis using the simultaneous hub/headend and local test point spectrum view, or even for installation tests to verify launch levels from the customer premises and carrier to interference ratio.
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Test equipment evolution
 Many tests can be performed with D2 modem equipped 

analyzers
 D3 option offers improvements

– Tests that require modem provisioning not limited to “primary” 
signals

– Shortened test time
– Consolidated test results for simpler, quicker analysis

 Need to purchase new, or retrofit existing meters to D3?
– Flexible platform enables retrofit at reasonable cost
– D3 modem increases capability and speed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we’ve discussed, there is a wide range of tests that can be performed on D3 signals using D2 equipped analyzers.  There will be some improvements in test capability offered when D3 modem options (soon) become available.  For one thing the limitations to testing non-primary signals well be removed.  Test time will also be shortened as only one range and registration will be required for the complete bonded set.  Tests will be consolidated and measurement results will likely be aggregated to provide simpler, quicker analysis.  In some cases existing D2 equipped field analyzers will be upgradeable to D3 at reasonable cost.  
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Review
 DOCSIS 3.0 improves competitive position, and revenue
 Reliability is crucial, testing helps
 D3 signals are similar to D2
 Practical preparation for D3 deployment and preventive 

maintenance check lists
 Performing practical tests of D3 signal transmission quality 

now
 Tests for troubleshooting
 Test equipment D3 evolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We talked today about how D3 improves the cable MSO’s competitive position and increases revenue.  These new services command higher prices, but in turn call for increased reliability, which is facilitated by testing.  We discussed the similarity between D3 and D2 signals in the physical layer, and practical preparation for deployment, including preventive maintenance check lists.  D3 signal transmission quality can be tested now using common test practices and equipment.  We talked about a number of different troubleshooting tools and how they are used, and finally, there was a short discussion of D3 test equipment to come.



Practical Field Testing – DOCSIS 3.0

Thanks.  Questions?
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